TRENCH COVER

Cemetery - Gas Lines - Telephone - Cable - Public Works
Made from Fiberglass Composite materials. Light enough to be moved by 2
workers. Only weights 70 lbs., no more than a sheet of dry ¾” plywood. Not
affected by weather: wet, cold, hot or dry. Won’t rot. Strong enough to support
pedestrian traffic without supports. Easy to get to the job.

People dig holes in the ground

Consider this; Plywood must be supported with a sub-frame to carry load
over open space. It gets wet becomes heavy and rots. Not a very satisfactory
solution. Steel Plate works, however if you don’t have a machine on the job
to move it, then you’ve got to hire one. With SVE Trench Cover, the problem
is solved.
And, sometimes they need to cover them.
Standard models come with 2 rope handle on each side and connector holes
in each corner. Use ground stakes through the holes to anchor the mat against
the wind and connect CAUTION tape to the stakes. Trench Cover is not a Road
Plate. Do Not use for vehicle traffic. That’s what steel plate is for.

In this demo we have a 4’ wide Trench Cover supported on the outside edges by (1)
one work stand per side. The work stands are 4” wide at the top and 3’ long. The
amount of support under this Trench Cover is far less than is required in an actual
trench situation. There should be a minimum of 6” of support down the entire length
of each of the four sides. In this demonstration with two people standing on the
unsupported middle, there is no measurable flexing in the panel. Can even be moved
by one person.

Convenient sizes

The SVE Trench Cover is:
Model

Size

Weight

Light enough to easily set in place

4896TC

( 4’ X 8’ X ½” )

62 lbs.

•

Supports pedestrian traffic

48108TC

( 4’ X 9’ X ½” )

70 lbs.

•

Does not require machinery to handle

48120TC

( 4’ X 10’ X ½” )

95 lbs.

•

Quickly pays for itself

•

Not affected by water

•

Custom Sizes Available
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